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Abstract: High concentrations of negative air ions (NAIs) and low concentrations of positive air
ions (PAI), along with a low monopole coefficient (PAI/NAI), are likely to provide physiological and
psychological benefits to the humans. A water body produces NAIs through the Lenard effect. This
concept can be applied in designing garden waterscapes in residential buildings to provide fresh
and healthy air for urban residents. In this study, we conducted several experiments to assess the
effectiveness of different waterscape designs in producing air ions. The results revealed that increasing
waterfall tiers, slopes, impact points, widths, and heights increased the NAI concentrations and
reduced the values of monopole coefficients, thus providing health benefits to humans. In particular,
increasing waterfall tiers and slopes increased the NAI concentrations most substantially. Moreover,
we established a composite waterscape and determined that it produced fewer NAIs along with a
less favorable monopole coefficient compared with the data observed at the experimentally adjusted
tiers and slopes. Therefore, we suggest that simple waterscapes with multiple waterfall tiers or steep
waterfall slopes should be favored over complex waterscapes. Such simple designs can help construct
a garden that provides health benefits.
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1. Introduction

An excessive concentration of positive ions in an environment may cause diseases in humans.
For example, people who stay in an air-conditioned space for prolonged periods are susceptible to
Legionnaires’ disease. This disease can damage the immune system, and might even lead to death in
severe cases [1–3]. Kosenko et al. [4] discovered that high concentrations of positive air ions (PAI) lead
to a symptom called “sharaf” or “hamsin” in people living in the deserts of the Middle East. Conversely,
high concentrations of negative air ions (NAIs) boost metabolism, strengthen interactions between
the muscular and immune systems, increase energy levels, and produce health benefits for emotions,
memory, and human development. NAIs also help improve the functions of the central nervous
system, respiratory system, and cardiovascular system, in addition to promoting hematopoiesis and
enzyme activities [3,5–11]. Wu et al. [2] demonstrated that negatively charged air ions are effective in
preventing and alleviating more than 30 diseases.

Dr. Philipp Lenard [12], a Nobel laureate in physics, proposed in 1892 that when water drops
from a high altitude, the droplets collide with one another and break up, resulting in charge separation
and ionization. The phenomenon in which the breakup of water droplets generate NAIs is called the
Lenard effect. Several factors could affect generation and concentration of NAIs including water drop,
dissolved impurities, temperature, speed of the impinging air blast, and foreign impinging surfaces
of droplets. Kosenko et al. [4] suggested that water shearing produces superoxide ions (O2

−), then
superoxide ions combine with water molecule clusters to form the structure O2

− (H2O)n. Iwama [13]
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further indicated that was essentially regarded as a natural source of NAIs. These NAIs generated by
the “Lenard effect” might improve erythrocyte deformability, and thus aerobic metabolism.

Artificial corona discharge is an efficient way to generate radioactive NAIs [14]. When a high
negative voltage is applied to a conductor/electrode and generated electric field is high enough, corona
discharge occurs [15,16]. If a charged conductor/electrode has a sharp, needle-type point, the electric
field around the tip will be significantly higher than for other parts, and the air near the electrode can
become ionized, generating NAIs [17]. Intensity of corona discharge depends on the shape and size of
the conductors as well as the applied voltage [14]. However, previous studies have also shown that
artificially generated NAIs present an obvious disadvantage, the emission of ozone [14,18], which is a
powerful oxidant and could be seriously harmful to health if in long-term and/or high-dose exposure.
Furthermore, many NAI generators release ozone, including well-known brand ionizers [19–23]. Lin
et al. [24] found out that artificial NAIs also generated byproducts of noxious gas such as ozone and
nitric oxide, and discovered that PAIs act on certain activities such as exciting sympathetic nerves,
leading to a harmful impact on human health.

Yen [25] simulated the generation of NAIs from the breakup of water droplets by using three types
of nozzles in an indoor spray chamber. The author observed that combining different nozzles produced
a higher concentration of NAIs than did using a single nozzle; moreover, combining three nozzles
generated the highest ion concentration. Weng [26] studied the relationship between NAI concentration
and the distance from urban landscaping fountains. The author identified an exponential relationship
between the observed NAI concentrations and the distance from the fountains. NAI concentration was
higher in areas close to the fountains than in those farther from the fountains. Atomization of water
droplets was also analyzed, and the results showed that the atomization pressure was proportional
to the NAI concentration, indicating that the NAI concentration was higher under high atomization
pressures. Li et al. [27] measured the concentrations of NAIs among fountains from two regions in
Shanghai. They determined that NAI concentration was proportional to the fountain size; however, the
concentration was negatively correlated with the distance from the fountains (i.e., the concentration of
NAIs decreased as the distance between the measurement location and fountains increased). Tan et
al. [28] measured the concentration and distribution of NAIs among three waterscapes at a coastal
resort in Yangjiang, Guangdong, China. The results also demonstrated a negative correlation between
NAI concentration and the distance from the waterscapes. Therefore, they suggested that the distance
between a waterscape and activity area should be shortened to improve visitors’ health. Wang et
al. [29] discovered that fountains and other dynamic waterscapes can be added appropriately in design
to compensate for the negative impact of excessive urban cement pavement and pedestrian and vehicle
traffic on air anion concentration.

In nature, waterfalls, forests, rivers, valleys, lakes, and ponds have abundant NAIs but few PAIs,
resulting in a low monopole coefficient, namely the PAI–NAI ratio [30–38]. However, people living
in urban areas cannot frequently visit natural environments and enjoy fresh air. Hence, in urban
areas, designing home gardens that can generate high concentrations of NAIs has become a common
approach to constructing healthy environments [39]. Wu et al. [3,40] indicated that the concentration of
NAIs produced by waterscapes in residential gardens is close to that produced in parks. Additionally,
they reported that the NAIs produced by such waterscapes had the benefits of improving spatial
quality and health. Such waterscapes fulfilled urban residents’ needs for visiting natural waterscapes
and pursuing great health. Further research should be conducted on the design of waterscapes that
produce optimal NAI concentrations and health benefits. Wang [41] stated that NAIs can effectively
improve the original appearance of a city and constantly strengthen the physical and mental health of
residents, so that the urban residents can enjoy a better life. Sun [42] observed that living along the
waterside and being closer to nature promotes a healthy lifestyle. Zhu [43] suggested that water is a
bridge between humans and nature, and that waterscapes are a charming element in landscape art.
Water makes the environment alive and lovely, and shortens the distance between the environment
and the humans.
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A residential garden is considered an extension of the house [44]. Studies have demonstrated
that residential gardens have multiple advantages such as enhancing scenic beauty [45], creating
recreational and psychological benefits, providing a venue for family- or friend-oriented events [46],
and providing economic returns [47]. Furthermore, Andrews and Coppola [48] discovered that
different home gardens evoke different perceptions, preferences, and responses among people [49],
which can be helpful for physiological and psychological recovery [50]. Sun et al. [51] have suggested
that residential waterscapes can improve the living environment effectively and stimulate health,
and therefore designing waterscapes that meet the demand of citizens from a user’s perspective
require the active exploration of waterscape designers. However, previous studies have often been
limited to measuring NAIs generated by the Leonard effect on existing natural water features (such
as waterfalls), forests, or artificial waterscapes. Knowledge of the guidelines and specification of
waterscape design is relatively unknown, and lacks practical evidence regarding how waterscapes
could produce optimal NAI concentrations. Therefore, this study conducted several experiments to
verify the optimal design of waterscapes and performed trials to examine different design parameters.
The findings can be applied to establish design guidelines and even standardize measurement of water
landscape development.

2. Material and Methods

We conducted experiments in an experimental box in an enclosed space. The box comprised a
set of acrylic devices, a water cycle system, and upper and lower reservoirs. The waterfall height,
width, slope, tiers, and impact points could be adjusted by using the acrylic devices. Figures 1 and 2
present the details of the experimental setup. Experiments for observing NAI and PAI concentrations
were conducted by adjusting the following variables: waterfall brink height, waterfall flow width,
waterfall channel slope, number of tiers, and number of impact points. After referring to common
waterscape designs in residential gardens in Taiwan, we set the variables as follows: maximum
waterfall height = 150 cm; maximum waterfall width = 80 cm; maximum waterfall slope = 75◦;
maximum number of tiers = 5; and maximum number of impact points = 4.

(1) Waterfall height in waterscape
We defined the waterfall height as the distance between the brink of the waterfall and the bottom

of the lower reservoir. The height was divided into five experimental groups: 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150
cm. The control variables were the width of the brink (80 cm), slope of the waterfall (90◦), number of
waterfall tiers (0 tier), and number of impact points (0 point).

(2) Waterfall width in waterscape
We defined the waterfall width as the width of the flow section. The width was divided into five

experimental groups: 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 cm. The control variables were the height of the waterfall
(150 cm), slope of the waterfall (90◦), number of waterfall tiers (0 tier), and number of impact points
(0 point).

(3) Waterfall slope in waterscape
We defined the waterfall slope as the angle between the waterfall panel and the ground plane.

The slope was divided into four experimental groups: 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, and 75◦. The control variables
were the height of the waterfall (150 cm), width of the waterfall (80 cm), number of tiers (0 tier), and
number of impact points (0 point).

(4) Waterfall tier in waterscape
We defined the waterfall tier as the vertical tier from which the water dropped. The waterfall tier

was divided into five experimental groups: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 tiers. The control variables were the height
of the waterfall (150 cm), width of the waterfall (80 cm), slope of the waterfall (90◦), and number of
impact points (0 point).

(5) Waterfall impact points in waterscape
We defined the number of impact points as the number of objects hit by the water. The impact

point was defined as a cube with a 10-cm length on each side, arrayed as Figure 1. The number of
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impact points was divided into four experimental groups: 1, 2, 3, and 4 points. The control variables
were the height of the waterfall (150 cm), width of the waterfall (80 cm), slope of the waterfall (90◦),
and number of tiers (0 tier).

Figure 1. Different patterns of impact point combinations.

Figure 2. Installation drawing of devices for the waterscape design and air ion generation experiments.
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We used ITC-201A (ANDES Electric Co., Ltd., Hachinohe, Japan) as the PAI and NAI detector.
The horizontal distance between the detector and waterscape was 70 cm, and the vertical distance
was 50 cm above ground (Figure 2). The detector can detect the concentrations of PAIs and NAIs
with electron mobility values greater than 0.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 per unit air volume. The detector has a
measurement range of 10–1,236,000 pcs/cm3 and a detection interval of 0.5 s; the detector also measures
air temperature and humidity. We calibrated the detector for 30 s for the height, width, slope, tiers, and
impact points in the experimental device in order to ensure steady detector operation. Subsequently,
we used the detector to conduct the measurements.

In general, the detector can detect PAI and NAI concentrations effectively for temperatures
ranging from 5 to 35 ◦C and humidity under 85%. In this study, a few experiments also measured
PAIs and NAIs effectively while humidity was up to 90%. Before recording data, the machine needs 10
to 20 seconds to calibrate and then generate stabilized monitoring values. In each experiment, the
detection duration was 180 s, and the PAI and NAI concentrations were measured every 0.5 s; thus,
360 data items were collected. The same process was repeated three times for each experiment, and the
resulting values were averaged. Next, the monopole coefficients were calculated. Finally, regression
analysis was conducted using various experimental groups in Microsoft Excel.

3. Results

3.1. NAI and PAI Concentrations Measured at Different Waterfall Heights

We set five waterfall height values (i.e., 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 cm) and compared the PAI and
NAI concentrations generated when these heights were applied. The results revealed that the NAI
concentrations ranged from 21 to 172 pcs/cm3, whereas the PAI concentrations ranged from 221 to
304 pcs/cm3 (Table 1). The regression analysis results demonstrated that the waterfall height was
positively correlated with the PAI and NAI concentrations. Specifically, in the polynomial regression,
the regression coefficient (R2) was 0.97 for the NAI–waterfall height correlation and 0.64 for the
PAI–waterfall height correlation (Figure 3). In addition, the lowest monopole coefficient (q) was 1.8,
which was observed at the heights of 125 and 150 cm. Height was thus negatively correlated with the
monopole coefficient.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of positive air ions (PAI) and native air ions (NAI) concentrations at
different waterfall heights.

Height
(cm)

Temperature
(◦C)

Humidity
(%)

PAI
(pcs/cm3) a

NAI
(pcs/cm3)

Monopole
Coefficient (q)

50 25.0 72.0 221 21 10.5

75 25.0 71.5 270 38 7.1

100 25.9 72.7 282 68 4.1

125 26.0 72.0 257 140 1.8

150 26.1 77.7 304 172 1.8
a: pcs/cm3 means the number of air ions contained per unit volume.

3.2. PAI and NAI Concentrations Measured at Different Waterfall Widths

We set five experiments based on waterfall width values (i.e., 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 cm) and
compared generated PAI and NAI concentrations. The NAI concentrations ranged from 55 to 210
pcs/cm3, whereas the PAI concentrations ranged from 227 to 268 pcs/cm3 (Table 2). PAI concentrations
were higher than NAI. Regression analysis results showed that the correlation between the waterscape
width and ion concentration could be expressed by a quadratic polynomial. In particular, the R2

value for the NAI–waterfall width and correlations was 0.89, while the correlation coefficient of the
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PAI–waterfall width was 0.49 (Figure 4). Furthermore, the lowest monopole coefficient (q) was 1.2,
which was observed for a width of 60 cm.

Figure 3. Regression models for correlations between PAI and NAI concentrations and waterfall heights.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of PAI and NAI concentrations at different waterfall widths.

Width (cm) Temperature
(◦C)

Humidity
(%)

PAI
(pcs/cm3)

NAI
(pcs/cm3)

Monopole
Coefficient (q)

30 29.0 70.9 227 55 4.1

40 29.0 70.8 268 85 3.2

50 28.9 80.9 241 185 1.3

60 29.0 75.4 259 210 1.2

70 29.0 78.2 231 177 1.3

Figure 4. Regression models for correlations between PAI and NAI concentrations and waterfall width.

3.3. PAI and NAI Concentrations at Different Waterfall Tiers

We set five waterfall tiers (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 tiers) and compared the PAI and NAI concentrations
at these tiers. The NAI concentrations ranged from 1686 to 3940 pcs/cm3, whereas the PAI concentrations
ranged from 868 to 1648 pcs/cm3 (Table 3). In contrast to the results in the preceding experiments,
the NAI concentrations were greater than the PAI concentrations in this experiment. The regression
analysis results also revealed that the correlation between the waterfall tier and ion concentration
could be expressed by a quadratic polynomial. Specifically, the R2 values for the PAI–waterfall tier and
NAI–waterfall tier correlations were the same (0.92; Figure 5). Additionally, all monopole coefficients
(q) determined at the five tiers were less than 1; the lowest coefficient was 0.3, which was detected
when the number of tiers was 5. According to Kong et al. [33], a low monopole coefficient (q) indicates
comfort for people. Thus, the experimental results indicate that waterfall tier can be a parameter that
leads to ion concentrations providing comfort to people.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of PAI and NAI concentrations at different waterfall tiers.

Tier Temperature
(◦C)

Humidity
(%)

PAI
(pcs/cm3)

NAI
(pcs/cm3)

Monopole
Coefficient (q)

1 29.0 86.7 868 1686 0.5

2 29.0 86.9 1373 1988 0.7

3 28.1 86.7 1648 3452 0.5

4 28.3 85.9 1822 3513 0.5

5 28.0 88.7 1157 3940 0.3

Figure 5. Regression models for correlations between PAI and NAI concentrations and waterfall tiers.

3.4. NAI and PAI Concentrations at Different Waterfall Slopes

We set four slope levels (i.e., 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, and 75◦) and compared the ion concentrations at these
slopes. The NAI concentrations ranged from 1837 to 3619 pcs/cm3, and the PAI concentrations ranged
from 1248 to 2699 pcs/cm3 (Table 4). The NAIs were more than the PAIs at all four slopes. The regression
analysis results showed that the correlation between the waterfall slope and ion concentration could
be expressed by a quadratic polynomial. Specifically, the R2 values for the NAI–waterfall slope and
PAI–waterfall slope correlations were 0.99 and 0.97, respectively (Figure 6). The monopole coefficients
(q) of four slope types did not exceed 1; the lowest coefficient was 0.6, which was observed at the
60 degree slope.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of PAI and NAI concentrations at different waterfall slopes.

Slope
(◦)

Temperature
(◦C)

Humidity
(%)

PAI
(pcs/cm3)

NAI
(pcs/cm3)

Monopole
Coefficient (q)

30 27.7 88.4 1248 1837 0.7

45 28.0 89.0 2111 2996 0.7

60 28.0 88.2 2322 3619 0.6

75 28.0 89.5 2699 3273 0.8

Figure 6. Regression models for correlations between PAI and NAI concentrations and waterfall slopes.
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3.5. PAI and NAI Concentrations at Different Waterfall Impact Points

We set four waterfall impact points (i.e., 1, 2, 3, and 4 points) and compared the PAI and NAI
concentrations generated when these impact points were applied. The NAI concentrations ranged
from 348 to 637 pcs/cm3, and the PAI concentrations ranged from 254 to 356 pcs/cm3 (Table 5). The
NAI concentrations were slightly higher than the PAI concentrations at all four points. The regression
analysis results demonstrated that the correlation between the impact points and ion concentrations
could be expressed by a quadratic polynomial. Specifically, the R2 values for the NAI–impact point and
PAI–impact point correlations were 0.99 and 0.85, respectively (Figure 7). The monopole coefficients (q)
were less than 1 at all four points; the lowest coefficient was 0.6 and was observed when the number of
impact points was set to 2 and 4. These results indicate that the number of impact points could serve a
parameter of comfort among people.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of PAI and NAI concentrations at different impact points.

Impact
point(s)

Temperature
(◦C)

Humidity
(%)

PAI
(pcs/cm3)

NAI
(pcs/cm3)

Monopole
Coefficient (q)

1 29.3 77.8 254 348 0.7

2 29.1 77.5 265 410 0.6

3 29.0 81.8 354 509 0.7

4 29.1 81.6 356 637 0.6

Figure 7. Regression models for correlations between PAI and NAI concentrations and waterfall
impact points.

4. Discussion

4.1. NAI Concentrations Observed for Different Waterscape Designs

In our experiments, polynomial regression is applied to fit trends of the number of produced
negative air ions with each experiment. Results show that R2 values with waterfall heights, widths,
tiers, slopes, and impact points were 0.97, 0.89, 0.92, 0.99, and 0.99 (Figures 3–7), respectively. This
means that increasing height, width, tier, slope, and impact points could enhance production of NAIs
for waterfalls.

These results demonstrate that the various waterfall tiers and slopes led to the highest PAI and NAI
concentrations, followed by the impact points and widths; the corresponding monopole coefficients
were relatively low. By contrast, adjusting the waterfall height resulted in the lowest PAI and NAI
concentrations, and the monopole coefficients were relatively high (Tables 6 and 7). The highest NAI
concentration (3940 pcs/cm3) was achieved when the number of waterfall tiers was set to 5 (Table 6),
with the corresponding monopole coefficient (0.3) being the lowest. This NAI concentration is between
the NAI concentration produced in forests and that produced in waterfalls, indicating its favorable
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healing and recovery effects [52]. Zhou et al. [53] have demonstrated that NAIs also have great potential
for enhancing indoor air quality by reducing airborne microorganisms in ventilation systems.

Table 6. Summary of experimental results.

Item
PAI

Concentrations
(pcs/cm3)

NAI
Concentrations

(pcs/cm3)

Monopole
Coefficient

(q)

Parameter
Combination

Height 221–304 21–172 1.8–10.5 5 groups;
50–150 cm

Width 227–268 55–210 1.2–4.1 5 groups;
30–70 cm

Number of tiers 868–1822 1686–3940 0.3–0.7 5 groups;
1–5 tiers

Slope 1248–2699 1837–3619 0.6–0.8 4 groups;
30–75◦

Number of impact
points 254–356 348–637 0.6–0.7 4 groups;

1–4 points

Table 7. Descriptive statistics of PAIs and NAIs produced by a composite waterscape.

Temperature
(◦C)

Humidity
(%)

PAI
(pcs/cm3)

NAI
(pcs/cm3)

Monopole
Coefficient (q)

5 tiers/60◦/4 impact
points 26.3 79.3 1008 852 1.2

Wu [2] also demonstrated that NAIs can eradicate particulate matter. Yan et al. [54] discovered
that NAI concentrations ranged from 2000 to 5000 pcs/cm3 in the forest areas of Gansu Province, China.
They determined that areas with high NAI concentrations had low levels of pollution. Accordingly, the
experimental results of the current study demonstrate that adjusting waterfall tiers and slopes could
be effective in reducing pollution.

4.2. PAI Concentrations Observed for Different Waterscape Designs

Wu [2] observed that an environment with an excessive concentration of PAI is associated with
diseases in humans. Therefore, people should avoid staying in enclosed and air-conditioned rooms
for prolonged periods. Excessive PAI concentrations lead to pollution in the pipes of air conditioners,
causing harm to human health. Most air pollutants, such as exhaust gases and waste from construction
sites and equipment, electrical equipment, and transportation, carry positive ions in the atmosphere.
Compared with positive ions, negative ions have a shorter half-life and hence are more likely to
react and form bonds with positive ions and other pollutants such as particulate matter, leading to a
reduction of NAI concentrations.

Here, polynomial regression was also used to examine relations generating positive air ions with
waterfall heights, widths, tiers, slopes and impact points, resulting in R2 values of 0.64, 0.49, 0.92, 0.97,
and 0.85 (Figures 3–7). This is evidence of a positive correlation between increase of height, width tier,
slope, and impact points and the amount of PAIs produced by waterfalls.

More PAIs were produced at the different waterfall tiers and slopes than at the other settings
(Table 6). The waterfall slope of 75◦ produced the highest PAI concentration (2699 pcs/cm3). However,
this slope also produced the highest NAI concentration (3273 pcs/cm3), and the corresponding
monopole coefficient was low (0.8). These results imply that a waterscape involving a waterfall slope
of 75◦ could provide comfort to people [33].
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4.3. Monopole Coefficients Observed for Different Waterscape Designs

While water drops from a high altitude, droplets collide with one another and break up, resulting
in charge separation and ionization. In this study, results showed the produced amount of PAIs
was more in both experimental groups of water depth and width (Tables 1 and 2). However, in
experimental groups of slope, stratum number, and impact point, concentrations of NAI were found to
be higher (Tables 3–5). This suggests that boosting the collision probability of water molecules (e.g.,
increasing the number of strata) could contribute to the generation of air negative ions when designing
waterscapes. On the other hand, water landscapes with pure, vertical waterfalls tend to produce more
PAIs than NAIs.

Monopole coefficient can be a suitable measurement of the air quality regarding air ions [3].
Wu [3] found that NAI/PAI value is higher when near to waterfalls and green spaces; however, it is low
at road entrances. Thus, landscape elements such as waterfall and green spaces could be considered
as driving factors in the quality of air ions. Wu also demonstrated that the Lenard effect occurs near
waterfalls and produces both high negative and positive air ions. Ma [55] stated that the average
monopole coefficient was in the range of 1.1–1.2. In this study, the monopole coefficients observed at
the different waterfall tiers, slopes, and impact points were between 0.3 and 0.8 (Table 6). These results
indicate that waterfall tiers, slopes, and impact points are effective in realizing an environment that has
more desirable NAI concentrations and monopole coefficients than common outdoor environments.
Conversely, the coefficients observed at the different waterfall heights and widths mostly exceeded 1.2.
Specifically, the highest coefficient (10.5) was observed at the waterfall height of 50 cm, which was
considerably higher than those observed at other settings. Therefore, we suggest that waterscapes
with considerable heights and widths should be avoided.

4.4. Analysis of Ion Production and Monopole Coefficient of a Composite Waterscape

We designed a composite waterscape by using waterfall tier, slope, and impact point settings that
produced the highest NAI concentrations. This composite waterscape comprised five waterfall tiers
and four impact points, as well as a waterfall slope of 60◦, height of 150 cm, and width of 80 cm. The
resulting PAI and NAI concentrations were 1008 and 852 pcs/cm3, respectively, with the corresponding
monopole coefficient being 1.2. Compared with the data observed at the different experimentally
adjusted waterfall tiers and slopes, the NAI concentration was lower, but the PAI concentration and
monopole coefficient were higher for the composite waterscape. These results suggest that a composite
waterscape could not necessarily produce high NAI concentrations with a low monopole coefficient.
In other words, the design of waterscapes in gardens should not be excessively complex.

According to the 2018 Revision of World Urbanization Prospects, published by the United Nations
(UN) in 2018, 78.2% of Taiwan’s population lives in urban areas, comprising 18.6 million people.
Projections show that the overall growth of urban population could be oversaturated with a peak of 20
million people by 2041, a proportion that is expected to increase to 87.5% by 2050. This means that the
demand for urban parks and residential gardens should go up along with increasing population density.
Waterscapes will generate NAI ions that can improve air quality and enhance visual beauty, bringing
both physiological and mental health benefits upon users. Design measurements of waterscapes
obtained from this study can provide the basic standard to develop water landscapes in Taiwan in
the future.

For the Pearson correlation analysis (Table 8), the number of PAIs and humidity showed a
significant positive correlation with a correlation coefficient of 0.806, suggesting that the higher the
humidity, the more positive ions are generated. It also indicates that NAI amount has a significant
positive correlation with humidity (0.856) and PAI amount (0.915). This means that a higher number
of NAIs can be produced with the presence of more PAIs. In addition, temperature and humidity
present significant negative correlations with the Monopole coefficient, with correlation coefficients of
−0.698 and −0.661. This implies that the Monopole coefficient is getting smaller along with increases
of humidity. At this moment, lessPAIs would be detected when higher values of NAIs can be found.
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Table 8. Pearson correlations among temperature, humidity, PAIs, and NAIs.

Items Temperature Humidity PAI NAI Monopole
Coefficient

Temperature -

Humidity 0.353 a

0.091 b -

PAI 0.07
0.722

0.806**
0.000 -

NAI 0.141
0.511

0.856**
0.000

0.915**
0.000 -

Monopole
coefficient

−0.698**
0.000

−0.661**
0.000

−0.380
0.067

−0.460*
0.024 -

a Pearson correlation coefficient; b Significant level, * means p < 0.01, ** means p < 0.001.

5. Conclusions

This study conducted experiments to verify the production of air ions in different waterscape
designs. We discovered that increasing waterfall tiers, slopes, impact points, widths, and heights
led to high NAI concentrations with low monopole coefficients, which can provide health benefits.
In particular, increasing the waterfall tiers and slopes considerably elevated the NAI concentrations
to a tier close to the NAI concentration produced in natural forests. Furthermore, we verified that a
composite waterscape resulted in less favorable NAI production with a lower monopole coefficient
compared to the data observed at the different experimentally adjusted waterfall tiers and slopes.
Accordingly, we suggest that in terms of providing health benefits to people, a simple waterscape with
multiple waterfall tiers and a steep slope is preferable to a complex waterscape. The findings can be
adopted by establishing garden waterscapes that provide health benefits.
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